• Revenue from Property Management amounted to MSEK 967
(652). For comparable units, the increase was 39 percent, adjusted
for currency effects
• Net operating income from Property Management amounted to
MSEK 866 (553). For comparable units, the increase was 45
percent, adjusted for currency effects
• Net operating income from Operator Activities amounted to MSEK
193 (22).
• Government grants of MSEK 48 (7) are included in revenue for
Property Management and MSEK 37 (15) in net operating income
for Operator Activities. No additional Covid-19 grants will be
received
• EBITDA amounted to MSEK 1,037 (550), an increase of 89 percent
• Cash earnings amounted to MSEK 720 (270), equivalent to SEK
3.90 (1.45) per share
• Unrealised changes in the value of investment properties and
derivatives amounted to MSEK 585 (-9) and MSEK 815 (202)
respectively. Unrealised changes in the value of operating
properties amounted to MSEK -49 (57) (only reported for
disclosure purposes)
• Profit for the period amounted to MSEK 1,687 (321) equivalent to
SEK 9.16 (1.73) per share

• Revenue from Property Management amounted to MSEK 2,459
(1,774), including government grants of MSEK 116 (18). For
comparable units, the increase was 31 percent, adjusted for
currency effects
• Net operating income from Property Management amounted to
MSEK 2,170 (1,485). For comparable units, the increase was 33
percent, adjusted for currency effects
• Net operating income from Operator Activities amounted to
MSEK 382 (-48), including government grants of MSEK 141
(156)
• EBITDA amounted to MSEK 2,476 (1,347), an increase of 84
percent
• Cash earnings amounted to MSEK 1,549 (517) equivalent to
SEK 8.39 (2.81) per share
• Unrealised changes in the value of investment properties and
derivatives amounted to MSEK 1,252 (-465) and MSEK 2,377 (553)
respectively. Unrealised changes in the value of operating
properties amounted to MSEK 332 (60) (only reported for
disclosure purposes)
• Profit for the period amounted to MSEK 4,103 (351), equivalent to
SEK 22.28 (1.91) per share

• In the third quarter Pandox acquired NH Brussels Louise for MEUR
35 and DoubleTree by Hilton Bath for MGBP 40. An agreement was
signed to divest InterContinental Montreal for MCAD 80. Scandic
Kajanus was also divested for MEUR 1.7
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The third quarter of 2022 was the first quarter since 2019 without
significant pandemic restrictions. The hotel markets have now returned
to a more or less normal seasonal pattern and business mix. RevPAR
have fully recovered to pre-pandemic levels mainly driven by higher
average prices. For the first nine months 2022 RevPAR in Europe was
approximately 1 percent* higher than in the corresponding period 2019,
with an average price which was 16 percent higher and an occupancy
which was approximately 5 percentage points lower than in 2019. Hotel
demand is broadly anchored, and business and group travel have
increased.
The strong market recovery translated into strong growth and
profitability for Pandox. For comparable units, net sales and net
operating income increased by 78 and 84 percent respectively in the
third quarter, compared with the corresponding period in 2021.
Revenue-based rents increased to around MSEK 378 (147).

The financial development was overall strong with an increase in net
operating income, positive unrealised changes in value for properties
and derivatives as well as positive changes in currency.
The unrealised changes in value for properties in the quarter are
explained by stronger cash flows as an effect of the hotel market’s
recovery which outweighed increased yield requirements. There is a risk
that higher financial costs will lead to higher yield requirements, but
this has not yet had an impact on the transaction market for hotel
properties.
Despite considerations paid for two acquisitions equivalent to around
MSEK 878, Pandox’s loan-to-value ratio fell to 47.1 percent. It is worth
emphasising that Pandox’s only financing is through banks and that we
have a good dialogue with our lenders on future refinancing. Recent
development in the interest market will cause Pandox’s interest costs to
rise gradually in 2023.
Deferred rent decreased to MSEK 352 in the third quarter, compared
with MSEK 537 in the second quarter. Most of the leases have now
reverted to advance invoicing according to the original terms of the
leases.

Pandox’s strategy is based on active ownership and long-term
development of hotel properties. We also look for opportunities to
challenge ourselves in terms of the individual hotel properties’ position
in the portfolio. We are not averse to divesting hotel properties when the
price is right. The agreement to sell InterContinental Montreal in
Canada for MCAD 80 is a good example where we are reinvesting the
capital in profitable growth in Europe.
In terms of acquisitions, we are currently seeing the most significant
opportunities within Operator Activities. In the third quarter we
completed the acquisitions of NH Brussels Louise in Belgium and
DoubleTree by Hilton Bath in the UK. The hotel in Bath is fully invested
and there is good potential to optimise operations and further grow
market share. We are currently evaluating suitable options for NH
Brussels Louise regarding how to best position the hotel and enable it to
reach its full potential. In both of these cases we are seeing a stabilised
valuation yield that is expected to easily compensate for the market’s
increased yield requirements. We generally evaluate changes in cost
levels on an ongoing basis in investments to ensure we set the right
priorities and generate a good return.
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Our assessment is that the pandemic-related financial effects are now
over and that the hotel market has more or less returned to a new
normal. RevPAR is at the same level or higher than in 2019 in most
markets and the demand mix is relatively well balanced. However, longhaul international travel and larger conferences and congresses still
have a way to go to reach 2019 levels. Rising inflation and higher energy
prices have not had any clear negative impact on hotel demand up to
now.
In the Property Management segment, the tenants carry the cost of
energy, and higher energy prices do not therefore have any direct
impact on Pandox. In Operator Activities the effects of higher energy
prices have so far been limited. Costs are, however, expected to rise
from the first quarter of 2023.
Having predominantly variable revenue, which normally provides
protection against both increased costs and higher interest rates, puts
Pandox in a strong position. Our good financial position and strong cash
flow gives us the freedom to seize opportunities in terms of investments
and acquisitions. We are open to selling hotel properties if the price is
right and, in doing so, free up additional capital so that we can reinvest
in new projects with high value-creation potential.

* Source: STR
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Pandox’s vision is to be a worldleading hotel property company.
The business concept is to own hotel
properties and lease them to strong
hotel operators under long-term
revenue-based leases. Pandox’s ability
to act throughout the hotel value chain
reduces risk and creates business
opportunities.

Pandox’s strategy and business model is based on:
1. Focus on hotel properties
2. Large hotel properties in strategic locations
3. Long-term revenue-based lease agreements
with the best hotel operators and shared
investments
4. Sustainability with a business focus
5. Geographical diversification to limit
fluctuations
6. Operating our own hotels reduces risk

Pandox will present this interim report to investors, analysts and the media in a conference call
webcast on 27 October at 08:30 CEST. As a service to Pandox’s stakeholders there will also be
an external update on the hotel market.
To follow the webcast, go to https://ir.financialhearings.com/pandox-q3-2022
To participate by phone, please use one of the following phone numbers:
SE: +46 8 566 427 03
UK: +44 333 300 90 30
US: +1 646 722 49 02

This information is information that Pandox AB (publ) is obliged to make public pursuant to the
EU Market Abuse Regulation. The information was submitted, through the agency of the contact
persons set out above, for publication on 27 October 2022 at 07:00 CEST.
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Loan-to-value ratio
Pandox’s target is a loan-to-value ratio of
45–60 percent, depending on the market environment and
the opportunities that exist. The Company defines loan-tovalue ratio as interest-bearing liabilities less cash and cash
equivalents as a percentage of the market value of the
properties at the end of the period.
Dividend policy
Pandox’s target is a dividend pay-out ratio of
30–50 percent of cash earnings, with an average pay-out
ratio over time of around 40 percent. Future dividends and
the size of any such dividends depend on Pandox’s future
performance, financial position, cash flows and working
capital requirements.

Liia Nõu, CEO
+46 (8) 506 205 50
Anneli Lindblom, CFO
+46 (0) 765 93 84 00
Anders Berg, Head of Communications and IR
+46 (0) 760 95 19 40

Pandox Hotel Market Day 2022

15 November 2022

Year-End Report 2022

10 February 2023

Annual General Meeting 2023

12 April 2023

Interim report January-March 2023

26 April 2023
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Norway and Denmark was close to 2019 levels, while Finland, through
Helsinki, lagged behind. The reason is a relatively significant
dependence on long-haul flights from Asia and demand from Russia. All
larger cities in the Nordics, except for Helsinki, noted a strong average
price development. Norway was the leader with an average price
increase of 29 percent compared with the corresponding period in 2019,
followed by Sweden with 17 percent. Average prices for the Nordics as a
whole exceeded 2019 levels by 17 percent in the third quarter, which
contributed to RevPAR growth of 13 percent, compared with 2019.
Similar to other markets, the UK** benefitted from strong leisure
demand and a high willingness to pay during the summer months.
Occupancy in the third quarter for the country as a whole was around 81
percent, compared with 84 percent in the corresponding period in 2019.
Occupancy for UK Regional was in line with 2019 levels, at 81 percent,
while London, with occupancy of 81 percent, was 7 percentage points
lower in the same period, i.e. a similar trend as in other countries where
regional cities were stronger in relative terms than large cities.
Altogether, RevPAR for UK Regional amounted to GBP 77 in the third
quarter (GBP 64 in 2019).
After adopting a more cautious strategy regarding easing restrictions,
Germany’s** recovery did not pick until half way through the second
quarter. Occupancy for Germany as a whole amounted to 70 percent in
the third quarter, compared with 76 percent in the corresponding period
in 2019, while average prices saw good improvement, amounting to 15
percent. RevPAR increased by 6 percent. Similar to other countries,
Germany also returned to a more normal demand mix, which was an
important milestone as the German hotel market is in relative terms
more dependent on conference- and congress-related demand.
The hotel market in Brussels**, where international demand
dominates, also developed in a positive direction, with occupancy
increasing to 69 percent in the third quarter, compared with 66 percent
in the second quarter. Altogether RevPAR amounted to EUR 84
compared with EUR 83 in 2019, which demonstrated that even a market
highly dependent on international guests, meetings, delegations and
conferences, experienced good recovery.

The third quarter of 2022 was the first quarter since the fourth quarter
of 2019 without significant pandemic restrictions. Occupancy in the
third quarter was in general only slightly below the 2019 levels, while
the average price was higher. The hotel markets have now returned to a
close-to-normal seasonal pattern and business mix. From a RevPAR
perspective, they have fully recovered compared to pre-pandemic levels.

Occupancy in Europe** was 75 percent in the third quarter, compared
with 46 and 70 percent in the first and second quarters respectively.
This good development was mainly driven by strong and to some extent
pent-up demand from the leisure segment at weekends and during the
holiday period. The staycation trend continued and, in comparison with
2021, significantly higher occupancy numbers were noted in large cities,
which is explained by a much more active event calendar. Demand from
the business and conference segments improved gradually in the third
quarter and reached more normal levels in most markets towards the
end of the period. Intra-European travel, which is important for the
hotel industry, normalised at the same time as international arrivals to
Europe improved considerably. Some elements of international
business and leisure travel were still missing, however, (for example
long-haul from Asia) which, combined with the absence to some extent
of large meetings, groups and conferences meant that occupancy did not
fully reach the 2019 level of 79 percent. Average price development
remained strong, initially driven by pent-up demand in the leisure
segment, but extending over time to all subsegments of the market. In
the third quarter the average price in Europe was around EUR 150
(EUR 122 in 2019) and RevPAR was around EUR 112 compared with
EUR 96 in 2019.

All of Pandox’s markets saw strong development during the quarter but
with some variations due to a different demand mix. In the Nordics*,
occupancy was at 70 percent, compared with just over 72 percent in the
corresponding period in 2019, with regional cities continuing to perform
better than capital cities in relative terms. Occupancy in Sweden,

350%

* Benchmarking Alliance based on open hotels ** STR based on open hotels
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The Group’s net sales amounted to MSEK 1,673 (939), an increase of
78 percent. For comparable units, net sales increased by 72 percent,
adjusted for currency effects.
Revenue from Property Management amounted to MSEK 967
(652), an increase of 48 percent, mainly explained by increased
revenue-based rents in most countries. Revenue-based rents
amounted to a total of MSEK 378 (147). Pandox received government
grants during the quarter in the Property Management segment of
MSEK 48 (7), most of which was for previous financial years*. For
comparable units, revenue increased by 39 percent, adjusted for
currency effects.
Revenue from Operator Activities amounted to MSEK 706 (287), an
increase of 146 percent. For comparable units, revenue increased by
143 percent and RevPAR by 140 percent, adjusted for currency effects.
One hotel remained closed for renovation throughout the quarter.

Total net operating income amounted to MSEK 1,059 (575), an
increase of 84 percent. For comparable units, net operating income
increased by 74 percent, adjusted for currency effects.
Net operating income from Property Management amounted to
MSEK 866 (553), an increase of 57 percent. For comparable units, net
operating income increased by 45 percent, adjusted for currency
effects.
Net operating income from Operator Activities amounted to MSEK
193 (22). Pandox received government grants during the quarter of
MSEK 37 (15) within the Operator Activities segment, most of which
was for previous financial years*.

Central administration costs amounted to MSEK -28 (-31), of which
MSEK -5 (-5) was depreciation.

Financial expense amounted to MSEK -249 (-243), of which
MSEK -19 (-21) consists of depreciation of capitalised loan
arrangement fees.
Financial income amounted to MSEK 1 (1). Financial expense
associated with right-of-use assets amounted to
MSEK -24 (-23).
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Unrealised changes in the value of Investment Properties amounted
to MSEK 585 (-9), mainly explained by higher anticipated cash flows.
Realised changes in the value for Investment Properties amounted to
MSEK -13 (-6). Unrealised changes in the value of Operating
Properties amounted to MSEK -49 (57) (only reported for disclosure
purposes).
Unrealised changes in the value of derivatives amounted to MSEK
815 (202), mainly explained by higher long-term market interest
rates.

Current tax amounted to MSEK -48 (-15). Deferred tax amounted to
MSEK -346 (-61). See also Note 3 on page 22.

Profit for the period amounted to MSEK 1,687 (321) and profit for the
period attributable to the Parent Company’s shareholders amounted
to MSEK 1,684 (317), which is equivalent to SEK 9.16 (1.73) per share.

Cash earnings amounted to MSEK 720 (270).

On 30 September 2022 cash and cash equivalents and unutilised
credit facilities amounted to SEK 4,511, compared with MSEK 4,091
as of 30 June 2022.

As of 30 September 2022 accounts receivable relating to deferred rent
under temporary payment terms amounted to the equivalent of MSEK
352, compared with MSEK 537 as of 30 June 2022.

* All outstanding government grants relating to Covid-19 were received during
the quarter. Pandox’s assessment is that no obstacles prevail for the parent
company’s ability to pay dividend for the financial year 2022 should the board
of directors’ so propose.
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The Group’s net sales amounted to MSEK 4,031 (2,299), an increase of
75 percent. For comparable units, net sales increased by 71 percent,
adjusted for currency effects.
Revenue from Property Management amounted to MSEK 2,459
(1,774), an increase of 39 percent. Government grants received
amounted to MSEK 116 (18). For comparable units, revenue increased
by 31 percent, adjusted for currency effects.
Revenue from Operator Activities amounted to MSEK 1,572 (525), an
increase of 199 percent. For comparable units, revenue increased by 196
percent and RevPAR by 214 percent, adjusted for currency effects.

Total net operating income amounted to MSEK 2,552 (1,437), an
increase of 78 percent. For comparable units, net operating income
increased by 63 percent, adjusted for currency effects.
Net operating income from Property Management amounted to
MSEK 2,170 (1,485), an increase of 46 percent. For comparable units,
net operating income increased by 33 percent, adjusted for currency
effects.
Net operating income from Operator Activities amounted to MSEK
382 (-48). Government grants received amounted to MSEK 141 (156).

Central administration costs amounted to MSEK -94 (-105), of which
MSEK -16 (-15) was depreciation.
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Financial expense amounted to MSEK -725 (-715), of which
MSEK -55 (-57) consists of depreciation of capitalised loan arrangement
fees. Financial income amounted to MSEK 11 (2). Financial expense
associated with right-of-use assets amounted to MSEK -69 (-67).

Unrealised changes in the value of Investment Properties amounted to
MSEK 1,252 (-465), mainly explained by higher anticipated cash flows.
Realised changes in the value for Investment Properties amounted to
MSEK -6 (-12). Unrealised changes in the value of Operating Properties
amounted to MSEK 332 (60) (only reported for disclosure purposes).
Unrealised changes in the value of derivatives amounted to MSEK 2,377
(553), mainly explained by higher long-term market interest rates.

Current tax amounted to MSEK -140 (-50). Deferred tax amounted to
MSEK -866 (-22).

Profit for the period amounted to MSEK 4,103 (351) and profit for the
period attributable to the Parent Company’s shareholders amounted to
MSEK 4,096 (351), which is equivalent to SEK 22.28 (1.91) per share.

Cash earnings amounted to MSEK 1,549 (517).
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Rental income and other property revenue amounted to MSEK 967
(652), an increase of 48 percent. Pandox received government grants
during the quarter of MSEK 48 (7), most of which was for previous
financial years. For comparable units, revenue increased by 39 percent,
adjusted for currency effects.
An improved business climate resulted in revenue-based rent of
MSEK 378 (147). Variable revenue was generated within 73 (of 96)
minimum-level leases.
Contractual guaranteed minimum rents plus fixed rents amount to
around MSEK 2,000 on an annual basis.
Occupancy at comparable hotels amounted to around 73 (55) percent
during the quarter. The increase is explained by continuing
normalisation of travel which has led to higher demand in all segments.
Hotel demand in large cities, such as Brussels, Amsterdam and
Dublin, saw the strongest relative improvement in the third quarter.
Hotels in smaller and regional cities continued to develop well.
Net operating income amounted to MSEK 866 (553), an increase of 57
percent. For comparable units, net operating income increased by 45
percent, adjusted for currency effects.
In the Property Management segment the tenants carry the cost of
energy, and higher energy prices do not therefore have any direct
impact on Pandox.

1%5%
6%
8%

Revenue from Operator Activities amounted to MSEK 706 (287), an
increase of 146 percent. The increase in revenue is explained by strong
RevPAR development in larger cities such as Brussels, Montreal and
Berlin.
Occupancy at comparable hotels amounted to around 72 (39) percent.
Hotel Pomander in Nuremberg is closed for renovation and is expected
to reopen in the first half of 2023.
Hotels that saw particularly good development were Hotel Hubert
(Brussels, Belgium), Novotel den Haag (Netherlands), Hotel Mayfair
(Copenhagen, Denmark), and Hilton Garden Inn London Heathrow
Airport (UK) and Radisson Blu Glasgow (UK).
For comparable units, revenue and RevPAR increased by 143 and 140
percent respectively, adjusted for currency effects.
Net operating income amounted to MSEK 193 (22), including
government grants totalling around MSEK 37 (15).
In Operator Activities the effects of higher energy prices have so far
been limited. Costs are, however, expected to rise from the first quarter
of 2023.
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7

Pandox performs internal valuation of its hotel properties each quarter and Investment Properties are
recognised at fair value. The property values are based on Pandox’s internal valuation. External valuation of the
properties is also conducted for comparative purposes (see also Note E in Pandox’s 2021 Annual Report).
The value of Operating Properties is reported for information purposes only and is included in EPRA NRV
calculations. The Operating Properties’ carrying amounts recognised in the condensed consolidated statement of
financial position are equivalent to cost minus depreciation and any impairment losses and amounted to MSEK
9,116 (8,015) at the end of the period.
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At the end of the period, Pandox’s property portfolio had a market value of MSEK 68,257 (62,596), of which
Investment Properties accounted for MSEK 55,582 (52,215) and Operating Properties for MSEK 12,675
(10,380).
Over the past 12 months, external valuations were performed for around 97 percent of the hotel properties,
measured in value, and are in line with the internal valuations. External valuations were performed during the
third quarter for around 17 percent of Pandox’s hotel property portfolio and around 50 percent went through an
internal valuation. The total unrealised changes in value of MSEK 536 (net) for the third quarter is
predominantly the result of strong recovery in the hotel market and therefore also increased cash flows. The
valuation yield increased in the third quarter by 0.04 percentage points for Property Management and 0.05
percentage points for Operator Activities, which in total reduced the appreciation in value by just over MSEK
400. Due to low activity in the transaction market any related evidence of an increased yield requirement has yet
to materialise. External valuation of close to 60 percent of Pandox’s hotel property portfolio is planned in the
fourth quarter.
On 23 September 2022 Pandox took over DoubleTree by Hilton Bath in a transaction with a value of MGBP
40. On 30 September 2022 Pandox took over NH Brussels Louise in a transaction with a value of MEUR 35. On
23 September 2022 an agreement was signed for the divestment of InterContinental Montreal for MCAD 80.
Completion is expected in the first quarter of 2023.
On 29 July 2022 Scandic Kajanus was divested for around MEUR 1.7.

1)

31 Dec 2021

Property Management
Operator Activities

Per 31 December 2019, before the Covid-19 pandemic, the value was MSEK 535.
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Pandox’s main geographical focus is Northern Europe. Germany (25 percent) is Pandox’s single largest
geographical market, measured as a percentage of the property portfolio’s total market value, followed by
Sweden (22 percent), UK (17 percent), Belgium (8 percent) and Finland (6 percent).
135 of the hotel properties are leased to third parties, which means that approximately 81 percent of the total
portfolio market value is covered by external leases. Pandox’s tenant base consists of highly reputable hotel
operators with strong hotel brands.
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At the end of the period Pandox’s property portfolio consisted of 157 (157) hotel properties with 35,490 (35,372)
hotel rooms in fifteen countries, including the sub-markets England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland.

Expiring rental value,
MSEK (left hand scale)

On 30 September 2022 Investment Properties had a weighted average unexpired lease term (WAULT) of
15.2 years (14.0).
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In the period January–September 2022, investments in property, plant and equipment, excluding acquisitions,
amounted to MSEK 625 (777), of which MSEK 306 (448) was for Investment Properties, MSEK 318 (323) for
Operating properties.
At the end of the third quarter of 2022, approved investments for ongoing and future projects amounted to
around MSEK 1,300, of which around MSEK 290 is for projects that are expected to be completed in the
remainder of 2022. The cost of maintenance in the third quarter of 2022 was MSEK 39.

Pandox’s sustainability work is aimed at promoting sustainable properties and operations and creating new
business opportunities. The Company’s overall sustainability goal is to offer tenants resource-efficient hotel
properties that contribute to the UN Sustainable Development Goals, reduce climate impact and enable good
management of climate risks.
Pandox’s sustainability strategy is based on the Company’s vision and business objectives, its impact on
communities in terms of sustainability and climate change, and which issues the stakeholders consider to be
important for Pandox to focus on. Current trends and the risks and opportunities identified by the Company are
also taken into consideration.
Pandox has defined the most material sustainability topics and divided them up into five focus areas:
1.
Environment and climate
2.
Responsible and fair business
3.
Guest satisfaction and security
4.
Attractive and equal workplace
5.
Inclusive local communities

Pandox’s most important contribution to more sustainable growth is through its development of profitable
green properties. The goal is to create resource-efficient properties and operations that reduce Pandox’s
environmental and climate footprint, but that can also handle climate change impacts in the form of torrential
rain and a warmer climate.
Pandox’s green investment programme of MEUR 8, with an expected return of around 20 percent, is
expected to be completed in 2023. The purpose is to lower climate impact through energy and water reducing
projects and technology installations. The target is a reduction in energy, gas and water use of 35 percent, 25
percent and 20 percent respectively, and a 20 percent reduction in CO2 emissions.
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At the end of the period the loan-to-value net was 47.1 (49.8) percent. Equity attributable to the Parent
Company’s shareholders amounted to MSEK 30,308 (25,213). EPRA NRV amounted to
MSEK 37,314 (31,905), equivalent to SEK 202.96 (173.54) per share. Cash and cash equivalents plus unutilised
credit facilities amounted to MSEK 4,511 (3,576). In addition, there are additional unutilised credit facilities that,
at any given time, fully cover the issued volume under the Pandox commercial paper programme. Commercial
papers are used to optimize Pandox's financial costs via interest rate arbitrage.
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All Pandox debt financing is with banks, with the exception of AMF Tjänstepension AB, and commercial papers
(see above). At the end of the period the loan portfolio amounted to MSEK 34,583 (32,752), excluding loan
arrangement fees. Unutilised credit facilities amounted to MSEK 2,048 (1,983) and the volume issued under the
commercial paper programme amounted to MSEK 932 (2,191), which corresponds to approximately 3 percent of
the total loan portfolio.
Short-term credit facilities with a term of less than one year amount to MSEK 12,730, of which MSEK 9,162
matures in the first half of 2023. Positive dialogues about refinancing are ongoing regarding all these credit
maturities and the intention is to refinance these in good time before contractual maturities. In the third
quarter, lenders have provided waivers in individual credit agreements.
The average fixed rate period was 2.8 (3.3) years and the average interest rate, corresponding to the interest
rate level at the end of the period, was 2.8 (2.5) percent, including effects from interest-rate derivatives, but
excluding accrued arrangement fees. The average repayment period was 1.8 (2.2) years. The loans are secured by
a combination of mortgage collateral and pledged shares.
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•
To reduce the currency exposure in foreign investment Pandox’s aim is to finance the applicable portion of the
investment in local currency. Equity is normally not hedged as Pandox’s strategy is to have a long investment
perspective. Currency exposures are largely in form of currency translation effects.

In order to manage interest rate risk and increase the predictability of Pandox’s earnings, interest rate
derivatives are used, mainly in the form of interest rate swaps. At the end of the period interest rate derivatives
amounted to MSEK 26,838 gross and MSEK 21,794 net, which is also the portion of Pandox’s loan portfolio for
which interest rates are hedged. Approximately 59 percent net of Pandox’s loan portfolio was thereby hedged
against interest rate movements for periods longer than one year.
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The market value of the derivatives portfolio is measured on each closing date, with the change in value
recognised in profit or loss. Upon maturing, the market value of a derivative contract is dissolved entirely and
the change in value over time thus does not affect equity.
At the end of the period, the net market value of Pandox’s financial derivatives amounted to
MSEK 2,319 (-58).

1)

The earnings effect is asymmetrical due to limited possibilities for Pandox to benefit in full from negative interest rates.
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23 September 2022 Pandox acquires a hotel in the UK for
MGBP 40
23 September 2022 Pandox enters into an agreement to sell
InterContinental Montreal for MCAD 80
14 September 2022 Nomination Committee for the 2023 AGM
1 August 2022
Pandox acquires NH Brussels Louise for
MEUR 35
15 July 2022
Interim Report January–June 2022
To read the full press releases, see www.pandox.se.

In a Covid-19-related case, the tenant at Park Centraal Amsterdam has
filed a lawsuit against a Pandox subsidiary demanding certain
temporary adjustments to existing leases, mainly relating to the
minimum rent level. In a ruling in June 2022, Amsterdam’s district
court granted the tenant a rent reduction for 2020 and 2021. The
amount is not expected to have any material impact on the Group’s fullyear results. Pandox has appealed the district court’s decision.
No other significant change has taken place in any disputes and
insurance cases commented on previously.

Pandox applies the European Securities and Market Authority’s (ESMA)
guidelines for Alternative Performance Measurements. The guidelines
aim at making alternative Performance Measurements in financial
reports more understandable, trustworthy and comparable and thereby
enhance their usability. According to these guidelines, an Alternative
Performance Measurement is a financial key ratio of past or future
earnings development, financial position, financial result or cash flows
which are not defined or mentioned in current legislation for financial
reporting; IFRS and the Swedish Annual Accounts Act. Reconciliations
of Alternative Performance Measurements are available on pages
23 25.

At the end of the period, the total number of shares before and after
dilution amounted to 75,000,000 A shares and 108,849,999 B shares.
For the third quarter 2022 the weighted number of shares before and
after dilution amounted to 75,000,000 A shares and 108,849,999
B shares.

Figures in brackets are from the corresponding period the previous year
for profit/loss items and year-end 2021 for balance sheet items, unless
otherwise stated.

At the end of the period, Pandox had the equivalent of 1,171 (603) fulltime employees, based on number of worked hours translated to fulltime employees. Of the total number of employees, 1,125 (556) are
employed in the Operator Activities segment and 46 (48) in the
Property Management segment and in central administration.

Administration for activities within Pandox’s property owning
companies is provided by staff employed by the Parent Company,
Pandox AB (publ). Pandox’s subsidiaries are invoiced for these services.

The Parent Company carries out transactions with subsidiaries in the
Group. Such transactions mainly entail allocation of centrally incurred
administration cost and interest relating to receivables and liabilities.
All related party transactions are entered into on market terms.
Eiendomsspar AS owns 5.1 percent of 22 hotel properties in Germany
and 9.9 percent of another hotel property in Germany. The acquisitions
were made by Pandox in 2015, 2016 and 2019. Pandox has a
management agreement regarding Pelican Bay Lucaya Resort in the
Bahamas owned by affiliates of Helene Sundt AS and CGS Holding AS.
During January–September 2022, revenue from Pelican Bay Lucaya
amounted to MSEK 0.6 (0.4).

Stockholm, 27 October 2022

Liia Nõu, CEO

Pandox’s general approach to business risk has not changed from the
detailed account provided in the 2021 Annual Report. Market interest
rates have risen sharply. There is a risk that higher financing costs will
lead to higher yield requirements, but this has not yet had an impact on
the hotel property market. The effect from households’ lower disposable
income on hotel demand is uncertain.

The hotel industry is seasonal in nature. The periods during which the
Company’s properties experience higher revenues vary from property to
property, depending principally upon location and the customer base
served. Since most of the customers that stay at Pandox owned or
operated hotels are business travellers, the Company’s total revenues
have historically been greater particularly in the second quarter. The
timing of holidays and major events can also impact the Company’s
quarterly results.
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We have reviewed the condensed interim financial information (interim report) of Pandox AB (556030-7885) as of 30th September 2022 and the
nine-month period then ended. The board of directors and the CEO are responsible for the preparation and presentation of the interim financial
information in accordance with IAS 34 and the Swedish Annual Accounts Act. Our responsibility is to express a conclusion on this interim report
based on our review.

We conducted our review in accordance with the International Standard on Review Engagements ISRE 2410, Review of Interim Report Performed
by the Independent Auditor of the Entity. A review consists of making inquiries, primarily of persons responsible for financial and accounting
matters, and applying analytical and other review procedures. A review is substantially less in scope than an audit conducted in accordance with
International Standards on Auditing, ISA, and other generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden. The procedures performed in a review do not
enable us to obtain assurance that we would become aware of all significant matters that might be identified in an audit. Accordingly, we do not
express an audit opinion.

Based on our review, nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe that the interim report is not prepared, in all material respects, in
accordance with IAS 34 and the Swedish Annual Accounts Act, regarding the Group, and with the Swedish Annual Accounts Act, regarding the
Parent Company.
Stockholm, 27 October 2022

PricewaterhouseCoopers AB
Patrik Adolfson
Authorised Public Accountant
Auditor in charge
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Authorised Public Accountant
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Pandox AB follows the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and interpretations (IFRIC), as adopted by the EU. This interim report
has been prepared according to IAS 34 Interim Financial Reporting and the Swedish Annual Accounts Act.
The interim report for the Parent Company has been prepared in accordance with Chapter 9 Interim Reports of the Swedish Annual Accounts Act.
The Parent Company applies the Swedish Annual Accounts Act and RFR2 Accounting principles for legal entities. Under RFR2 the parent company
of a legal entity applies all EU approved IFRS principles and interpretations within the framework defined by the Swedish Annual Accounts Act and
taking into consideration the connection between accounting and taxation.
Derivatives are measured at fair value according to Level 2 in the fair value hierarchy under IFRS, based on inputs that are observable, either directly
or indirectly.
The carrying amounts of interest-bearing liabilities and other financial instruments constitute a reasonable approximation of their fair values.
The interim financial statements are included on pages 1–28 and page 1–14 is thus an integrated part of this financial report.
The accounting principles applied are consistent with those described in Pandox’s Annual Report for 2021.
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Pandox’s operating segments consist of the Property Management and Operator Activities business streams. The Property Management segment
owns, improves and manages hotel properties and provides external customers with premises for hotel operations, as well as other types of premises
adjacent to hotel properties. The Operator Activities segment owns hotel properties and operates hotels in such owned properties. The Operator
Activities segment also includes one hotel property under an asset management agreement. Non-allocated items are any items that are not
attributable to a specific segment or are common to both segments, and financial cost for right-of-use assets according to IFRS 16. The segments
have been established based on the reporting that takes place internally to executive management on financial outcomes and position. Segment
reporting applies the same accounting principles as those used in the annual report in general, and the amounts reported for the segments are the
same as those for the Group. Scandic Hotels Group and Fattal Hotels Group are tenants who account for more than 10 percent of revenues each.
For the third quarter 2022 and first nine months of 2022, revenue-based rent in Property Management amounted to MSEK 378 (147) and MSEK
734 (229) respectively.
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Deferred tax
At the end of the period, deferred tax assets amounted to MSEK 239 (249). This consists mainly of the carrying amount of tax loss carryforwards
which the Company expects to be able to utilise in future financial years.
Deferred tax liabilities amounted to MSEK 5,287 (4,281) and relate mainly to temporary differences between fair value and the taxable value of
investment properties, as well as temporary differences between the carrying amount and the taxable value of operating properties, and temporary
measurement differences for interest rate derivatives.

On 23 September 2022 Pandox entered into an agreement on the divestment of InterContinental Montreal in Canada. The sale includes both the
hotel property and hotel operation, and the total transaction value is around MCAD 80, equivalent to around MSEK 660. The divestment is expected
to be completed in the first quarter of 2023. The value in the table below is the property’s carrying amount.
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A number of the financial descriptions and
measures in this interim report provide
information about development and status
of financial and per share measurements
that are not defined in accordance with the
IFRS (International Financial Reporting
Standards). Adjoining alternative financial
measurements provides useful
supplementary information to investors
and management, as they facilitate
evaluation of company performance. Since
not all companies calculate financial
measurements in the same manner, these
are not always comparable to
measurements used by other companies.
Hence, these financial measures should
not be seen as a substitute for measures
defined according to the IFRS. Unless
otherwise stated, the tables on pages
23–25 presents measures, along with their
reconciliation, which are not defined
according to the IFRS. The definitions of
these measures appear on page 27.

1

1
Pandox owns, manages and develops hotel
properties and operates hotels. The level
of risk-taking is expressed in a loan-tovalue ratio net of between 45 and 60
percent, depending on market
development and the opportunities that
exist. In addition to the loan-to-value
ratio, interest cover ratio, average cost of
debt and interest-bearing net debt are
other relevant measurements of Pandox’s
financial risk.

2
Pandox’s overall goal is to increase cash
flow and property value and thereby
enable Pandox to have the resources for
investments to support the Group’s
continued expansion. Since Pandox both
owns and operates hotel properties,
multiple indicators are needed to measure
the Company’s performance in relation to
goals in this regard. Growth in cash
earnings is Pandox’s primary focus and
this is also the basis for the dividend paid
annually to the shareholders, i.e.
30–50 percent of cash earnings with an
average payout ratio of approximately 40
percent over time. Measuring net
operating income creates transparency
and comparability between the Company’s
two operating segments and with other
property companies. EBITDA measures
Pandox’s total operational profitability in
a uniform way.

2

3
Net asset value (EPRA NRV) is the
collective capital Pandox manages on
behalf of its shareholders. Pandox
measures long-term net asset value based
on the balance sheet adjusted for items
that will not yield any payments in the
near future, such as derivatives and
deferred tax liabilities. The market value
of Operating Properties is included in the
calculation. See also page 27.

3
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EPRA NRV is the long-term net asset value and is based on the balance sheet adjusted for items where there will be no payments made in the
near future, such as goodwill, financial derivatives, deferred tax liability and surplus value of Operating Properties (see page 8 for more
information). EPRA NTA is the same as long-term net asset value with the difference that goodwill not attributable to deferred tax is to be
added back and that deferred tax can be assigned a market value taking into account how the entity has carried out real estate transactions in
recent years. As Pandox has no goodwill, has a long-term investment horizon, and does not report estimated actual deferred tax, the value of
NRV and NTA in Pandox’s case is the same. EPRA NDV is net asset value according to equity in the balance sheet adjusted for goodwill
(Pandox has no goodwill) and surplus value of Operating Properties.

EPRA LTV is a key ratio that shows interest-bearing net debt in relation to the total market value of the property portfolio and other available
assets and is used to create comparability between property companies. EPRA LTV is essentially the same as Pandox’s previous definition of
loan-to-value ratio, with the only difference that net operating receivables and operating liabilities are included in the EPRA calculation. As
Pandox has no associated companies or joint ventures, and as there are no minority interests that are material for the Company, no further
adjustments are made.
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Average interest expense based on interest maturity in respective
currencies as a percentage of interest-bearing liabilities.
EBITDA plus financial income less financial expense less financial cost
for right-of-use assets according to IFRS 16 less current tax, adjusted
any unrealised translation effect on bank balances.

Net operating income corresponds to gross profit for Property
Management.
Net operating income for Operator Activities as a percentage of total
revenue from Operator Activities.
Since amounts have been rounded off in MSEK, the tables do not always
add up.

Total gross profit less central administration (excluding depreciation).
Recognised equity, attributable to the Parent Company’s shareholders,
including reversal of derivatives, deferred tax asset derivatives, deferred
tax liabilities related to properties, and revaluation of Operating
Properties.
Recognised equity, attributable to the Parent Company’s shareholders,
including reversal of derivatives, deferred tax asset derivatives, deferred
tax liabilities related to properties, and revaluation of Operating
Properties.
Recognised equity, attributable to the Parent Company’s shareholders,
including revaluation Operating Properties.
Loan-to-value ratio net adjusted for net operating assets and operating
liabilities.
Growth measure that excludes effects of acquisitions, divestments and
reclassifications, as well as exchange rate changes.
Accumulated percentage change in EPRA NRV, with dividends added
back and issue proceeds deducted, for the immediately preceding 12month period.
Revenue less directly related costs for Operator Activities including
depreciation of Operator Activities.

EBITDA plus financial income less financial expense less current tax,
after non-controlling interests, less financial expense for right-of-use
assets according to IFRS 16 adjusted any unrealised translation effect on
bank balances divided by the weighted average number of shares
outstanding.
Comprehensive income attributable to the Parent Company’s
shareholders divided by the weighted average number of shares
outstanding after dilution at the end of the period.
Proposed/approved dividend for the year divided by the weighted
average number of outstanding shares after dilution at the end of the
period.
Profit for the period attributable to the Parent Company’s shareholders
divided by the weighted average number of shares outstanding.
EPRA NRV, NTA, NDV divided by the total number of shares
outstanding after dilution at the end of the period.
The weighted average number of outstanding shares taking into account
changes in the number of shares outstanding after dilution during the
period.
The weighted average number of outstanding shares taking into account
changes in the number of shares outstanding, before dilution, during
the period.

Revenue less directly related costs for Property Management.
Current and non-current interest-bearing liabilities plus arrangement
fee for loans less cash and cash equivalents and short-term investments
that are equivalent to cash and cash equivalents. Long-term and shortterm lease liabilities according to IFRS 16 are not included.

Market value of Investment Properties plus market value of Operating
Properties.
Number of owned hotel properties and rooms at the end of the period.

EBITDA less financial expense for right-of-use assets divided by net
interest expense, which consists of interest expense less interest income.
Investments in non-current assets excluding acquisitions.

Interest-bearing liabilities, including arrangement fee for loans, less
cash and cash equivalents as a percentage of the properties’ market
value at the end of the period.
Gross profit for Operator Activities plus depreciation included in costs
for Operator Activities.
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Revenue per available room, i.e. total revenue from sold rooms divided
by the number of available rooms. Comparable units are defined as
hotel properties that have been owned and operated during the entire
current period and the comparative period. Constant exchange rate is
defined as the exchange rate for the current period, and the comparative
period is recalculated based on that rate.

Weighted average unexpired lease term across the property portfolio,
weighted based on the 2019 rental income level (which is an
approximation of a normal financial year not affected by the Covid-19
pandemic
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